Hargeisa Water Agency

Construction of Hora Hadley Well Field and Ayaha 1&2 Water Supply

**Who**  
Hargeisa Water Agency

**When**  
2014 – 2017

**Outcome**  
Improved sustainable access to safe drinking water for residents of Hargeisa town including the urban poor.

**Why**  
Hargeisa has grown from a population of less than 180,000 people in the 1970s when the water scheme was built, to approximately 1,000,000 people today, resulting in an increase in the demand for clean water. Therefore, the SDF is supporting Hargeisa Water Agency in increasing the available water supply to Hargeisa residents.

**What**
- Drilling of four new boreholes in Hora Hadley adding 3,695 m$^3$ of water per day to the current HWA water supply, expected to benefit approx. 123,000 people
- Construction of a small water distribution system for Dar es Salaam village, expected to benefit approx. 2,000 people
- Extension of the existing Haraf water facility to the Ayaha 1 & 2 IDP settlements delivering low cost water to the poorest citizens in town, expected to benefit approx. 10,000 people
- Procurement of ductile pipes for laying 23 km of Hargeisa main pipeline, from Geed Deeble to the Chinese reservoir, expected to reduce the cost of water for half of the Hargeisa population
- Detailed designs of distribution systems for four districts in Hargeisa (Ahmed Dhagah, Mohamoud Haybe, Ga’an Libah and Koodbur)